The Howls of Reprisal
Wolf Defense in Oregon

Yearling Wolf Killed by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

BY JUSTIN OF THE ANIMAL DEFENSE LEAGUE
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haunting sound emanated from the WenahaTucannon Wilderness of northeastern Oregon
IN *ULY OF  5NDER THE HEAVY MOONLIGHT THE
sound of howling wolves surfaced, reaching the ears of
the biologists who had been tracking them. It was not
one or two lone wolves. According to the trained ears of
the biologists, there were several adult and juveniles in
what is now known to be the first wolf pack to return to
Oregon.
It is not common knowledge that the state of Oregon
was built on wolf extermination. But, like the abhorrent
fur trade and decimation of indigenous peoples that created the modern Pacific West, it is just another piece of
Oregon’s history that has been buried under propaganda
and misinformation.
As settlers of the new Oregon territory reared livestock,
they encountered Oregon’s native wolf population,
which had been noted as abundant by early European
EXPLORERS "Y THE MIDTH CENTURY SPORADIC AND SCATtered settlers began to meet to discuss the issue of wolf
conflict. This group, the Oregon Wolf Organization, was
one of the first to bring together the otherwise divided
new community. The Oregon Department of Fish and
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Wildlife’s (ODFW) Wolf Conservation and Management
Plan even notes, “with wolves and wolf eradication as
the drawing card, meeting organizers were successful in
assembling significant numbers of settlers to discuss formation of a civil government in the region.” Within
two months, these meetings led to the formation of
/REGONS lRST PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT )N  /REGON
established the first wolf bounty at an Oregon Wolf Association meeting in the Willamette Valley. The bounty
FOR A LARGE GREY WOLF WAS SET AT  "Y  THE /REgon State Game Commission (OSGC) began offering an
ADDITIONAL  TO THE BOUNTY FOR WOLVES 3UPPLEMENTED
WITH THE  FORMATION OF THE FEDERAL 0REDATOR AND 2Odent Control division of the Bureau of Biological Survey
(later to become Animal Damage Control), the fate of
Canis Lupus had become sealed in Oregon and nationALLY &ROM  TO  NEARLY  SLAIN WOLVES WERE
PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT IN /REGON ALONE "Y  THE
last lone wolf in Oregon was murdered in the Umpqua
.ATIONAL &OREST POSSIBLY THE LAST IN THE ENTIRE LOWER 
4HAT FATEFUL NIGHT OF HOWLINGIN *ULY OF  MARKED
THE lRST TIME IN OVER  YEARS THAT A WOLF PACK WAS CALLing Oregon home again. That same day, a federal judge
reinstated protection for the species under the Endangered Species Act. It seemed to be the dawn of a new
era, one of respect and freedom for these wild creatures.

Activists locked down to doors of the odfw office

Now, only three short years later, that pack is threatened
with extinction.
The Imnaha pack was the first and, up until very recently, only known breeding pack in the state of Oregon. It has become the flagship wolf pack for the state
and its activities were symbolic for wolf recovery as a
whole. Pictures and video of its activities circulated news
media, with the state of Oregon watching the pack’s
every move as new parents watch every move of their
newborn child.
Now the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is
issuing kill orders for “problem wolves” as if there is
no other recourse of action, going as far as to issue one
for the Imnaha pack’s alpha male in late September of
 4HE /$&7 HAD ALREADY KILLED THREE WOLVES IN THE
state by this time. Blamed for livestock losses in Wallowa
County, the pack’s alpha male and a juvenile were slated
TO DIE /NCE COMPRISING A HEALTHY  MEMBERS THE PACK
was to be reduced to only two, the alpha female and
her newborn pup, who will struggle to survive the harsh
winters of the Wallowa Mountains. The state of Oregon
IS EFFECTIVELY DESTROYING ITS lRST WOLF PACK IN  YEARS
What went wrong?
Welfare Ranching
On a beautiful early summer day in Wallowa County,

Imnaha pack alpha male, tagged and collared

endless rolling hills of native short grass prairie are set
against the backdrop of the craggy and glaciated granITE PEAKS OF THE 7ALLOWA -OUNTAINS *UST TO THE EAST
the mixed conifer pine forests of the Wallowa Whitman-National Forest give way to the deep, carved valleys of Hells Canyon. The entire area is the definition
of picturesque wilderness.
But upon closer inspection, this picture yields a much
different story of the North American West. The Nature
Conservancy owns part of the Zumwalt Prairie, the largest remaining native short grassland of its kind. In the
spring, the hills seem to roll on forever, speckled endlessly with wildflowers and lush green. But as part of
course, the Conservancy leases this rare land to private
ranchers for cattle grazing. The same story is told in
the National Forests of the Wallowa-Whitman, as cow
pies litter the landscape, a landscape ravaged down to
nothing but stubs of grass struggling to emerge from the
harshly compacted soil.
It does not take long to see the signs of cattle on these
public lands. The once rich and aerated soils have surrendered to desertification. The effects are so bad out here
that the US Forest Service has had to go as far as creating
Aspen enclosures that prevent any ungulates from grazing the saplings, lest the entire species be erased from
these lands.
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Livestock ranching rules this land. 300 million acres
of public land are leased for livestock production. Ninety percent of all Bureau of Land Management holdings
AND  PERCENT OF ALL 53 &OREST 3ERVICE MANAGED LAND
IS LEASED FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING  MILLION ACRES OF PRIvate land are used for livestock production. Thirty-five
million acres of Indian Reservation land in the West
ARE USED FOR LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION )N TOTAL  MILLION
acres of land are dedicated to livestock production in
the western states alone (Arizona, California, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming). This is slightly more than
ONE QUARTER OF THE LAND AREA OF THE LOWER  STATES )T IS
nearly three quarters of the land area of the West.
At the expense of native wildlife, livestock ranching
expropriates the space, the plant forage, and the water
of the land and leaves nothing but wreckage behind.
Fifty percent of desirable plants have been eliminated,
high rates of soil erosion have set in, non-native plants
have invaded, and the land has been turned into a practical but not functional desert as record levels of drought
have been recorded in areas used for livestock. Livestock
PRODUCTION HAS CONTRIBUTED TO THE LISTING OF  OF FEDerally threatened and endangered species. That is about
as much as the effects of logging and mining combined.
No other human institution is responsible for as much
loss in biodiversity.
And the people are paying for it.
According to the Western Watersheds Project, “Direct government expenditures to administer public land
grazing constitute an annual net loss to the taxpayers of
AT LEAST  MILLION AND MORE THAN  MILLION WHEN
INDIRECT COSTS ARE ACCOUNTED FOR !S MUCH AS  PERCENT
of these public dollars are spent to enhance livestock
production in direct conflict with legal mandates to restore the health of public lands.”
Ranchers and the industry in general are beneficiaries of an unofficial government welfare program. This
takes its form in a variety of ways: incredibly low fees to
GRAZE PUBLIC LANDS  PER MONTH FOR ONE COW AND HER
calf), tax-funded research at western land grant universities, agricultural exemptions that lower property taxes,
drought-relief programs, emergency livestock feed programs, low-interest agricultural loans, emergency grazing on Conservation Reserve Program lands, and things
as minor as fencing and cattle-crossings.
&OR A LOCAL EXAMPLE IN 7ALLOWA #OUNTY IN  
million was spent by the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA) in just a few farm subsidies.
If that was not enough, the livestock industry also
benefits from a special relationship with the corporate
BANKING INDUSTRY 4HE 4AYLOR 'RAZING !CT OF  ALLOWS
for the issuance of permits to graze public land. These
permits have a market value, recognized by the Internal
Revenue Service, the real estate market and economists.
This monetary value allows livestock ranchers to put their
grazing permits up for collateral to be eligible for bank
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loans, since livestock holdings, properties and ranch
buildings are insufficient. Because the Forest Service authorizes all transfers of grazing permits, banks require
the agency to enter into an escrow waiver. Throughout
the West, billions of dollars have been loaned out on
these permits through this process. In his essay, “Mortgaging Public Assets: How Ranchers Use Grazing Permits
as Collateral”, Mark Salvo points out the problems with
this system:
“Escrow waivers help prolong an antiquated public lands grazing program by
overlaying a financial system that requires
high stocking rates and low grazing fees.
Since banks have loaned billions of dollars
on grazing permits, they use their considerable clout in Washington, DC to oppose
grazing reforms that threaten their investment. The banks also become involved in
agency decision making on individual allotments where the value of an escrowed
grazing permit is in jeopardy.”
Escrow waivers force the Forest Service to maintain
destructive management practices because those same
practices often maintain the value of the collateral.
The banking industry has lobbied to keep public grazing fees low. They opposed the Clinton Administration’s
proposal to raise the fees a few dollars, decrying the possibility that such changes in management could cause a
collapse in the financial industry.
Yet with all of this institutional support, livestock
industries contribute almost nothing to local economies. A study conducted by Thomas Power, Ph.D.
titled, “Taking Stock of Public Lands Grazing: An Economic Analysis” indicates that the economic presence
of ranching is negligible.
It should be immensely clear when juxtaposing the
political and economic leverage of the livestock ranching industry with its contributions to society on even
the smallest scale that it is highly institutionalized in
American life. It is cemented as a cultural and political
leviathan, to the lament of the land and wildlife.
“Wildlife Services” and Animal Damage Control
Perhaps the most obvious way, and certainly the most
pertinent in the case of the wolf, that this institutionalization manifests itself in relation to wildlife can be
traced in the history of the USDA’s Wildlife Services.
Yet another form of major subsidies to the livestock
industry, the agency known as “Wildlife Services” has
ONLY EXISTED AS SUCH SINCE  WHEN IT WAS DECIDED
that it needed a more publicity-friendly facelift. Before
that, it was known as Animal Damage Control, more
aptly named for an organization that spends millions
of public dollars every year to destroy millions of wild
animals, primarily predators.

Male wolf of the Wenaha Pack

"EGINNING IN  THEN NAMED THE "RANCH OF %COnomic Ornithology and Mammalogy, the agency worked
ON THE CONTROL OF DAMAGING BIRDS "Y  UNDER ITS NEW
name, the Bureau of Biological Survey, it began its lethal
predator control efforts for which it has become infaMOUS WITH A FOCUS ON WOLVES AND COYOTES )N 
President Hoover signed the Animal Damage Control
!CT OF  WHICH AUTHORIZES DIRECT AND COOPERATIVE
control programs. This is still the law under which Wildlife Services operates today. By the time that the name
was officially changed to Animal Damage Control in
 THE AGENCY HAS MADE ITS MARK AS THE LEADER IN LEthal control of wildlife for the sake of mitigating damage
to the livestock industry.
According to Brooks Fahy and Cheri Briggs of Predator Defense in their article, “A War Against Predators: The Killing of Wildlife Funded by Taxpayers”
AROUND  MILLION IS SPENT EVERY lSCAL YEAR FOR KILLing predators in the name of “livestock protection.”
This figure does not include the money sourced from
state and local taxes levied to prop up the livestock
industry. Briggs and Fahy state that, “In the late
S THE COST OF KILLING PREDATORS IN THE WESTERN
states exceeded reported livestock losses to predators
by a ratio of three to one.”
This abundance of money certainly funds a very acTIVE AGENCY )N  53$! DATA INDICATES THAT 7ILDLIFE
3ERVICES KILLED OVER  MILLION ANIMALS INCLUDING 
wolves. That same year in Oregon alone, the agency
KILLED  THOUSAND ANIMALS

All of this killing requires a diversity of methods to ensure the results. Favorite among them are leghold traps,
conibear traps, snares, cage traps, aerial gunning, shootING HUNTING DOGS COMPOUND  AN EXTREMELY POIsonous compound, sodium fluoroacetate), and M-44’s
(spring-propelled sodium cyanide cartridges). The poison arsenal of Wildlife Services includes Alpha Chloralose, Aluminum Phosphide, Aminopyridine, Avitrol,
4-AP, Bone Tar Oil, Brodifacoum, Cholecalciferol (QuinTOX $2#  &ENTHION )MMOBILIZING %UTHANIZING
Agents, Mineral Oil: Petroleum Distillates, Glyphosate,
Polybutene, Sodium Cyanide, Sodium Fluoroacetate, Sodium Nitrate, Strychnine, and Zinc Phosphide.
Wildlife Services states that, “We will support the
most humane, selective, and effective control techniques.” Yet this is simply not the case. Take the
case of the coyote, the most hated of all targets of
7ILDLIFE 3ERVICES %VERY YEAR AROUND   COYOTES
are killed, which is vastly more than are reported by
ranchers as problematic.
In fact, nonlethal methods of predator control have
been found to be more effective in protecting livestock.
9ET A  53 'ENERAL !CCOUNTING /FlCE REPORT REvealed that Wildlife Services almost never uses nonlethal
methods. According to Briggs and Fahy, “WS routinely
launches lethal predator control programs before there
are any confirmed livestock losses.”
Former Animal Damage Control District Supervisor Cater Niemeyer recalls his former agency’s obsession with
killing in his book, Wolfer. Those who work for ADC (or
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Wildlife Services) are trappers, and killing is what they
are trained to do. Niemeyer recalls the priorities of ADC,
“This (killing) was the entire reason for Animal Damage Control’s existence; the state director wanted to see
big numbers, particularly of target varmints like coyotes
and fox.” He also recalls specifically the relationship that
the agency had with the livestock industry, “There was a
general mindset at Animal Damage Control that, as government trappers, we should hate whatever killed livestock.” He refers to Animal Damage Control as the “hired
guns of the livestock industry” and states that many officials in the agency “really believed it was their job to go
around killing as many wolves as Ed Bangs (then USFWS
Wolf Recovery Coordinator) would allow.”
Wildlife Services has set a precedent with the ranching

OF THE   PUBLIC COMMENTS WANTED STRONGER PROTECtion for Oregon’s wolves. Yet after the plan’s revisions
were completed, it became slightly easier to kill wolves.
)N !PRIL OF  CONGRESS PASSED AN EMERGENCY BUDget bill with a piece of Rider legislation attached. Now
infamously called the Wolf Rider, this piece of legislation is the first time in history that congress delisted a
species from Endangered Species Act protection.
Rod Childers of the Oregon Cattlemen’s Association
and Todd Nash, rancher at Marr Flat Cattle Co. (who has
a few confirmed wolf predations and who also receives
thousands every year in government subsidies) have become the leading voices in the new anti-wolf movement
that has swept the rural west. Men like them are at the
forefront, advocating for the entire removal of wolves;

-JWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOIBTDPOUSJCVUFEUP
UIFMJTUJOHPGPGGFEFSBMUISFBUFOFEBOE
FOEBOHFSFETQFDJFT5IBUJTBCPVUBTNVDIBT
UIFFGGFDUTPGMPHHJOHBOENJOJOHDPNCJOFE
community that the government takes care of all pests,
nuisances and liabilities to the livestock industry. It has
DONE SO FOR THE LAST  YEARS AND CONTINUES TO DO SO TO
this day.
Predators & the Culture of Fear
)N THE MID S THE 53 &ISH AND 7ILDLIFE 3ERVICE BEgan a program of reintroduction of grey wolves. Thirty-one wolves were released into Yellowstone National
Park. Thirty-five were released into the Frank ChurchRiver of No Return Wilderness in central Idaho. It was
IN  WHEN WOLVES MADE EFFORTS TO RETURN TO /REGON
At first they were relocated, hit by cars, or shot. But the
state couldn’t resist the facts—wolves were calling Oregon home again after six decades of being gone.
It was in this climate of inevitably that the state began
THE CREATION OF THE 7#-0 IN  #REATED THROUGH A
compromise of various stakeholders including the Hells
Canyon Preservation Council, Defenders of Wildlife, Oregon Wild, Center for Biological Diversity, and Oregon
Cattlemen’s Association, the WCMP allowed too much
room for lethal removal and set low recovery goals. The
plan lets the state kill wolves after two “depredations,”
within an ill-defined “area” whether or not the wolves
in question are the wolves responsible. Nevertheless,
many groups settled on having some kind of protection
rather than no protection at all.
)N  THE PLAN WAS REVIEWED AND REVISED 0OLLING
AT THE TIME INDICATED THAT AN OVERWHELMING  PERCENT
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total extermination once again.
With all of the commotion surrounding wolf return
to the region, all of the fiery debate and emotional battle cries from the ranchers, one would expect wolves to
have had a tremendous impact on the livestock community. Nothing could be further from the truth. In
 THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY   CATTLE AND CALF
DEATHS IN /REGON   WERE DETERMINED TO BE FROM
NON PREDATOR CAUSES /F THE   DEATHS ATTRIBUTED TO
PREDATORS   WERE COYOTES   WERE MOUNTAIN LIons, and the rest are unknown. Since wolves returned to
/REGON THEY HAVE KILLED  LAMBS  CALVES AND  GOAT
"Y COMPARISON IN  ALONE  SHEEP WERE KILLED BY
DOMESTIC DOGS AND  WERE KILLED BY EAGLES IN /REGON
)N  HUMAN THIEVES TOOK lVE TIMES AS MANY LIVEstock as wolves in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. In
Minnesota, where there are 300 times as many wolves as
/REGON THEY WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR  OF CATTLE LOSSES
IN 
Studies have even indicated that wolves may actually
decrease livestock losses by keeping smaller predator
populations down, particularly coyotes, who have seen
huge population surges since the eradication of the wolf
and who are by far the most responsible for predation.
An article recently published in the journal of Ecological
Economics found that wolf depredations account for less
THAN  OF THE ANNUAL GROSS INCOME OF RANCHERS IN
Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana.
The ranching old guard condemns wolves as out of

control, invasive beasts that will devour all livestock
and native prey in sight. Yet, a recent peer reviewed a
study in the Journal of Conservation Planning estimated
the state has enough suitable habitat and prey base to
SUPPORT   WOLVES )N /REGON THE POPULATION HASNT
even peaked at 30.
Why then, is there is so much controversy surrounding the return of the grey wolf to the habitat that it
once roamed?
Possibly one of greatest environmental catastrophes
of the United States was the state-sanctioned and statefunded eradication of the wolf. Yet it was a major part in
the development of the west and played a role in securing the identity of rural America as a priority of the federal government. Over the last few decades and since the
Endangered Species Act, government agencies have been
forced to focus on environmental recovery (as much as it
seems that they don’t) even as it begins to conflict with
the industries that they support. What seems to be the
case is that the culture of fear has taken root in the west.
Irrational fears of wolf attacks on humans, on children
and on pets, irrational fears of never-ending wolf predations on native ungulates, and irrational fears of the
destruction of the livestock industry have taken hold of
communities that have begun to feel forgotten by the
modern world and by their own governments (however
inaccurate all of that is). Wolves have become a symbol
of fear, the scapegoat of a dying way of life, one that is
being replaced by another malignant form of livestock
production—factory farming.
It is in this environment that the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife must make its decisions. Pressured
by the still culturally powerful, institutionalized, subsidized and furious livestock industry, they have little
recourse but to yield to their desires. The industry has
been conditioned to expect killing after wildlife conflicts
and understands little else.
So when the Oregon Department of Fish and
7ILDLIFE WAS CALLED OUT IN EARLY 3EPTEMBER OF 
to investigate a likely wolf predation, they had their
hands tied…
Urgency into Action
)T WAS VERY LATE ON &RIDAY 3EPTEMBER  WHEN THE
Animal Defense League was notified of the ODFW issued kill order for the Imnaha pack. The agency had
waited until Friday to announce its plans, hoping that
the media wouldn’t pick it up and that the news would
be thrown into the “Friday Trash.” This particular wolf
predation occurred on land leased to Todd Nash, the
state’s most vocal anti-wolf activist and the wolves’
greatest threat. It could not have occurred anywhere
more politically charged. For years, Nash has been calling for the eradication of the Imnaha pack. With this
predation occurring on the land that he ranches, it
looked like he might have gotten his wish. He called
the ODFW to make an official request for a kill order.

Within hours, the ODFW complied.
Nash was already going to be compensated for the lost
CALF )N *UNE /REGON PASSED A ,IVESTOCK #OMPENSATION
and Wolf Coexistence Bill that will compensate ranchers
for confirmed wolf depredations. Now Nash was about
to have his cake and eat it too. The ODFW issued a kill
order for Imnaha pack alpha male and a juvenile male
(who wasn’t even confirmed to be at the predation site),
leaving only the alpha female, B-300, and her newborn
spring pup. You can’t have a wolf pack with only half of
the breeding pair. You can’t have a wolf pack with only
a struggling mother and her pup, trying to survive the
harsh winters of the Wallowa Mountains. It would be a
nightmare for the state’s wolf recovery efforts. But for
Todd Nash and the Oregon Cattlemen’s Association, it
was a dream come true.
Activists from all over the region responded with coordinated call-ins and emails to ODFW directors and
Governor Kitzhaber. Both the Portland and Seattle ADL
attempted to coordinate these efforts as well as the
Northern Idaho Wolf Alliance (NIWA), Friends of the
#LEARWATER 7OLF 7ARRIORS (OWLING FOR *USTICE (OWLS
Across America, Cascadia Wildlands, Oregon Wild,
Northeast Oregon Ecosystems, and the Center for Biological Diversity.
With only days for the wolves to remain alive, and
with the urgency of saving Oregon’s most symbolic
wolf pack, activists with the Portland ADL scrambled
to organize a rally at the ODFW Headquarters in Salem
THE FOLLOWING 4UESDAY -ORNING 3EPTEMBER  /NLY
about a dozen activists arrived, given the very short
notice. Nevertheless, a lockdown ensued and two ADL
activists used bike locks to lock the entrances of the
building to their necks. For two hours, the ODFW was
forced to listen to public outcry and reason. Media and
law enforcement of all types swarmed the otherwise
nondescript office building.
After arrests were made, media had turned the small,
last minute action into a major controversy. News of
the ODFW’s plan to eradicate the majestic Imnaha pack
spread as far as the east coast and onto national outlets
such as NPR. The agency was forced to make a statement
to attempt to reconcile their public image as little more
than pawns of the rapacious livestock industry.
The issue had finally made it into the public spotlight
outside of Eastern Oregon. High tension was set and the
public was mournfully waiting for the inevitable deaths
of Imnaha pack wolves.
One week later the wolves had not yet been killed.
The time was right for the Center for Biological Diversity, Oregon Wild, and Cascadia Wildlands to file a lawSUIT AGAINST THE AGENCY /N /CTOBER  THE TRIO OF ENvironmental groups did just that. The legal challenge
argues that in allowing the killing of two of Oregon’s
 SURVIVING GRAY WOLVES THE STATES WOLF MANAGEMENT
plan is inconsistent with the state’s Endangered Species
Act, which specifically prohibits such action.
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Only hours later, the Oregon Court of Appeals issued
an injunction that would halt the ODFW’s wolf hunt
until both parties made their case. At the time of this
writing, the Imnaha pack in the Wallowa Mountains
has been offered temporary reprieve. And, as of NovemBER   THE /$&7 CONlRMED THAT A COLLARED TWO
year old male from the Imnaha pack has traveled in the
Umpqua River drainage. He is the first wolf to return to
WESTERN /REGON SINCE  WHEN THE LAST /REGON WOLF
was taken for bounty, ironically, in the same drainage.
But this is no time to be celebrating. The Imnaha
pack’s future is still tied up in the courts and that is no
place to rely on justice.
The time is now for the people of this region to
recognize that wildlands are being strangled by industry
and government. The institutionalized degradation
and exploitation of the grasslands, the soil, the
forests, the mountains, the rivers, the institutionalized
extermination of the songbirds, the raptors, the rodents,
the predators, the bears, the mountain lions, the coyotes
and the wolves, and the capture, imprisonment and
enslavement of those who weren’t lucky to escape the
casualties of war are symptoms and circumstances of
our history of human imperialism. These mechanisms
are part of a self-perpetuating system of domination
responsible for the sate of things on Earth. Also to
blame are the irrational myths that are ingrained and

institutionalized in our psyches, which leads to our
complacency. This story is only a sliver of truth that
reflects the larger struggle for ecological freedom and
dignity. If it is not the wolves it is the bears. If not the
bears, the coyotes. If not the coyotes, the fox. If not the
predators, the prey. If not the prey, their habitat. Every
stretch of livable environment on this planet is laid to
waste by the externalities of our empire. This is a call to
action. Destroy your empire, destroy your concentration
camps, clean up your slums, free your prisoners and
your slaves. It is imperative if there is even a chance to
hear the silence of the wilderness punctuated by the
haunting howls of the wolves’ reprisal.

The Animal Defense League is a bioregional grassroots organization. It is focused on bringing about the dissolution of
human imperialism in all of its diverse manifestations. ADL
endeavors to create broad networks and coalitions with other
organizations and movements across the continent, in an
attempt to reconcile our contradictions, strengthen our commonalities and mature as a unified movement against the
consolidation of power.
Website: PDXANIMALDEFENSELEAGUE.ORG
email: PDX_ADL@RISEUP.NET
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